Comparison of rat and mouse pulmonary tissue mechanical properties and histology.
The present study compares the dynamic mechanical properties and the contents of collagen and elastic fibers (oxytalan + elaunin + fully developed elastic fibers) of mice and rat lung strips. Resistance, elastance (E), and hysteresivity (eta) were obtained during sinusoidal oscillations. The relative amounts of blood vessel, bronchial, and alveolar walls, as well as the mean alveolar diameter were determined. In both species, resistance had a negative and E a positive dependence on frequency, whereas eta remained unchanged. Mice showed higher E and lower eta than rats. Although collagen and elastic fiber contents were similar in both groups, mice had more oxytalan and less elaunin and fully developed elastic fibers than rats. Rats showed less alveolar and more blood vessel walls and higher mean alveolar diameter than mice. In conclusion, mice and rats present distinct tissue mechanical properties, which are accompanied by specific extracellular fiber composition.